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It is now the month of May and time for our Cole 110th
anniversary meet up. It should be a great event and a lot
of fun. Here in Michigan it is finally Spring and it has been
good to start getting the cars out of the garage and onto
the road. Summer cannot come soon enough and for
those living in warmer climates, you are lucky to be able to
use your Coles all year round!
In preparation for the Cole Car Meetup and the upcoming
Cole exhibit, I have been doing a lot of moving of cars
lately. Just yesterday, I brought the 1925 Cole Brouette
over to the Gilmore to put in their storage building until the
event. It was a wonderful Spring day out, so I took the
opportunity to drive the car around their campus a bit and
stopped at the Blue Moon Diner that they have for some
lunch and a milk shake. It could not have been a better
afternoon.

The time for the Cole meet up is finally here and we will have 10 or 11 Coles there. The cars that are confirmed to be
there are the 1909 Cole High Wheeler, 1911 Cole 30 Roadster, 1913 Cole series 9 Touring car, 1915 Cole Roadster
with the first Cole V8, 1917 Cole Toursedan with body by Springfield, 1919 Cole Toursedan with Westinghouse air suspension, 1919 Cole Dual Windshield Sportster, 1923 Cole Two Person Coupe, 1924 Cole Royal Sedan, and the 1925
Cole Brouette. Four of these cars have ownership history by the Cole Family and were stored in the basement of the
original Cole factory for a good portion of their life. A few of the cars will also be going on the Friday tour and I will be
driving the 1925 Cole Brouette.
The museum has been getting ready for the event and there will be
lots of other amazing cars there besides all of our Coles. It will be a
great opportunity to meet each other as well as share knowledge
about these fine cars and look over the different models to see how
things were similar or different. There should be a good amount of
spectators coming to the museum for the event as well and I know
not many of them have seen a Cole before. Here is a picture of the
1911 Cole 30 Roadster that will be at the event.

When: May 17th and 18th, 2019

Where: Gilmore Car Museum, 6865 W Hickory Rd, Hickory Corners, MI
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The Registry Update
The Cole registry continues to be pretty busy and during the
month of April we had 353 visitors. The graphic to the right
shows where people have visited the site from around the
world. People are hearing about us either through word or
mouth, search engines, social media such as Facebook, or
we appeared in the Gilmore Industry Standard Magazine as
well as the May issue of the HCCA Gazette. Word is getting
out and I hope that the Cole Registry is a valuable source of
information for the site visitors.
We have had a few people reach out to us since the last
newsletter with Cole cars and we are tracking down some
specific information such as their serial numbers to determine if their cars are on the registry or not. There is potential right now to move these two cars to the additional found
Coles list, though we are not there yet.
The first contact is a big car collector in Illinois who has a 1913 Cole Series 8 6 cylinder car. This person was at Amelia
Island and Jeff Keyser let him know about the registry. I have since talked to him and am waiting for him to send over
some further details.
The other person that reached out in April is someone who is helping someone in Indiana get an old Cole that they had
in the barn back on the road. The car is a 1919 Cole Toursine and was used as the limousine for a funeral home. The
car has a divider between the front and back seats as you would expect a limo to have. This may be one of the only
Cole Limousine style cars to still survive. One major hurdle that they have to getting this car on the road is they are
missing the wheel locking mechanism to keep the wheels onto the axles. As you can see in the pictures, they have the
hub caps, but not the internals. They are looking for some or at least someone who has a 1919 or similar that can be
used as a template to make some new ones. Here are some pictures of the car as it was when pulled out of the barn.
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Cole Exhibit
The Gilmore Car Museum will be having a special Cole Exhibit that will start on May 20th and will continue through October 31st.
There will be seven Cole cars on display as well as Cole artifacts and other history about the company. This will be the first time
that a museum will have featured this scale of exhibit about the Cole Motor Car Company.
Here is a write up on the exhibit:
“Name the early auto company that was the first to have four physical doors on a car, the first to use demountable firestone rims for easy tire changes, the first to trade mark the term ‘Standardized Car’, the first to inspire the modern dashboard, the
first to have a V8 with detachable cylinder heads, the first to use an air suspension, and the first to use balloon tires (old name for
todays tires). Also, name the same company that the founder of General Motors, Billy Durant, tried to buy three times and was
rebuked. Can you think of the company?
You probably would have never guessed the Cole Motor Car Company, and you may have never heard of them either. Cole
was an auto company from Indianapolis, Indiana that produced quality built higher end cars in low quantities and was founded in
1909 and then self-liquidated in 1925 while still profitable. The Gilmore Car Museum is proud to have a new exhibit titled ‘There’s a
Touch of Tomorrow in all that Cole Does Today.” That was the slogan of J.J. Cole, the founder and leader of Cole and the company lived up to it with their innovation in both car engineering and as well as design. This is a rare opportunity to take a deeper look
at the rapid pace of change in the auto industry through the lens of one automotive company. This exhibit will take you on a journey from Cole’s first High Wheel automobile in 1909 all the way to the early Classic era with the 1925 Cole Brouette, body by
Willoughby. There will be several other cars in between to showcase the change in technology as well as style over one of the most
rapid evolutions in the industry.
Not only will there be seven Coles on display, but there will be Cole documents, artifacts, and other Cole historical items.
Also, you will have the opportunity to review and look through Cole dealer brochures and manuals so you can go much deeper than
just a typical car museum display. Even the original Cole advertising song from 1911 will be playing to accompany the exhibit. This
exhibit will be the first time that a display of Coles and their history of this size and breadth has ever been put together. From early
cars, to racing, to innovation, to luxury, and to an American success story, this exhibit has it all.
The exhibit will take place from May 20th, 2019 to October 31, 2019. There will be special lecture and deeper look days
with the Cole owners to be announced at a later date. “

The Cole exhibit will take place on the second floor at the
top of the ramp in this 110+ year old barn. They just installed new state of the art LED lighting in the barn and the
entrance is right by the show field where many spectators
and patrons will get to experience the Cole cars and learn
about their history.
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The Cole Motor Company was an innovative company and they had many innovations in the automotive industry. Here are a list
of Cole firsts from their tenure as a company.
1909 – Cole begins testing and tuning every Cole on the road.
1909 – Cole is the first automobile manufacturer to include Firestone demountable rims as standard equipment. Harvey Firestone buys the first 50 Coles available.
1911 – Cole is the first to Include four physical doors as standard equipment on a car (1911 Cole 30 Model Q ForeDore).
1911 – Cole adopts the Prest-O-Lite self-starter as standard
so all cars had an automatic starter.
1912 – Cole adopts the Delco self-starter, shortly after Cadillac. Cole adopts the complete electrical system standard
on all cars and engineers their own enhancements with
Kettering to make it simpler.
1913 – Cole trademarks the term “Standardized” and becomes known as the “Standardized Car.”
1913- Cole debuts its Series 9 which is credited by some as
the inspiration for the modern-day dashboard—complete
with glove box.
1915 – Cole introduces the “One Man Top,” an open car
top that one man could put up or down by himself.
1915 – Cole introduces the first 90-degree flat head V-8
engine with detachable cylinder heads. Cole is the second
mass production V-8, 4 months after Cadillac
1923 – Cole is the first production car to use balloon tires as
standard equipment on the Volante model of cars
1924 – Cole becomes the first balloon tire-equipped pace
car for the Indianapolis 500 race.
1925 – Cole uses the first self-adjusting mechanical brakes.
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This article is reprinted from the Cole Motor Car Club of America Bulletin Thanks to Leroy Cole!
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